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P (expressive, but with only a gentle vibrato throughout)

Charm! Charm! Charm! Charm! the haunt of
souls in inspiration

The gilded spirals of feign'd illusions
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of the great awe of aeolians Blur...
That o'er syl-van al-mon-d shades at night

Breath the
ti-ny stars that of moon-light Bright keep the slur of in-sects muse a-stir
The early sky recurls her clouds And

heals the twilight of orbs restitution
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Percussion  **Charm** - from the *Sonnets of Apology*

*Molto espressivo e poco rubato*

\[ \text{\textit{Glockenspiel: all grace notes articulated on the beat throughout}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{l = 60}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Rit. 2 a tempo}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{A 9}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Rit. 2 a tempo}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{B a tempo}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{3}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{2}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{3}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{82}} \]
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